ANNEX E

12. Summary reviews
12.1

Summary reviews can be undertaken when the police consider that the premises
concerned are associated with serious crime or serious disorder (or both). The summary
review process, set out under sections 53A-53D of the 2003 Act, allows interim
conditions to be quickly attached to a licence and a fast track licence review. The
provisions were inserted by section 21 of the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 and
amended by sections 136-137 of the Policing and Crime Act 2017, including the addition
of section 53D.

12.2

The powers apply only where a premises licence authorises the sale of alcohol. They do
not apply in respect of other premises licences, or to premises operating under a club
premises certificate. The powers are aimed at tackling serious crime and serious
disorder, in particular (but not exclusively) the use of guns and knives. The powers
complement the general procedures in the 2003 Act for tackling crime and disorder
associated with licensed premises and should be reserved for the most serious matters
which cannot be adequately or otherwise redressed unless urgent action is taken.
Separate powers in the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 provide for
the instant closure of premises by the police in some circumstances (in essence,
disorder or nuisance). The consequent review of premises licences by the licensing
authority is provided for by section 167 of the Licensing At 2003.

Application for summary review
12.3

Section 53A of the 2003 Act sets out who may apply for an expedited review and the
circumstances in which it can be used. The application is made by, or on behalf of, the
chief officer of police and must be made in the form which is set out in Schedule 8A to
the Licensing Act 2003 (Premises Licences and Club Premises Certificates) Regulations
2005 (SI 2005/42).

12.4

The completed application must be accompanied by a certificate issued by a senior
officer of the rank of superintendent or above. The certificate is a formal note which
identifies the licensed premises and includes a signed statement by the senior officer
that in his/her opinion the premises are associated with serious crime, serious disorder
or both. This form is not prescribed in legislation. However, a sample form which forces
may wish to adopt is published on gov.uk.

12.5

The tests to determine the kinds of conduct that amount to serious crime are set out in
section 81(2) and (3) of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000. Those tests
are that the conduct:
(a) constitutes an offence for which a person who is 21 years of age or over with no
previous convictions could reasonably be expected to be sentenced to imprisonment for
3 years or more; or
(b) Involves the use of violence, results in substantial financial gain or is conduct by a
large number of persons in pursuit of a common purpose.

12.6

There is no definitive list of behaviours that constitute serious disorder, and the matter is
one for judgment by the local police. The phrase should be given its plain, ordinary
meaning, as is the case under section 12 of the Public Order Act 1986 in which it is also
used.
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12.7

In deciding whether to sign a certificate, the senior officer should consider the following
(as applicable):
• The track record of the licensed premises concerned and whether the police have
previously had cause to give advice about serious criminal or disorderly conduct (or
the likelihood of such conduct) attributable to activities taking place on the premises.
It is not expected that this power will be used as a first response to a problem and
summary reviews triggered by a single incident are likely to be the exception.
• The nature of the likely crime and/or disorder – is the potential incident sufficiently
serious to warrant using this power?
• Should an alternative power be deployed? Is the incident sufficiently serious to
warrant use of the powers in Part 4, Chapter 3 of the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime
and Policing Act 2014, or section 38 of and Schedule 6 to the Immigration Act 2016,
to close the premises? Or could the police trigger a standard licence review to
address the problem? Alternatively, could expedited reviews be used in conjunction
with other powers (for example, modifying licence conditions following the use of a
closure power)?
• What added value will use of the expedited process bring? How would any interim
steps that the licensing authority might take effectively address the problem?

12.8

It is recommended that these points are addressed in the chief officer’s application to
the licensing authority. In particular, it is important to explain why other powers or
actions are not considered to be appropriate. It is up to the police to decide whether to
include this information in the certificate or in section 4 of the application for summary
review. The police will also have an opportunity later to make representations in relation
to the full review. In appropriate circumstances the police might want to make
representations to the licensing authority suggesting that they modify the conditions of
the premises licence to require searches of customers for offensive weapons upon
entry. Under the powers in sections 53A to 53D, this could be done on an interim basis
pending a full hearing of the issues within the prescribed 28-day timeframe or for an
appropriate period determined by the licensing authority.

12.9

Similarly, the power could, where appropriate, be used to reduce the risk of injury
caused by glass by requiring the adoption of a safer alternative (but see paragraphs
12.15 and 12.16 below). However, it should always be borne in mind that the aim of the
powers is to provide a selective tool, to be used proportionately.

The licensing authority and interim steps pending the review
12.10

Within 48 hours of receipt of the chief officer’s application, the licensing authority must
give the premises licence holder and responsible authorities a notice of the review and
should include a copy of the application for review and a copy of the certificate, and
must also consider whether it is necessary to take interim steps (place temporary
conditions on the licence). When calculating the 48 hour period any non-working day
can be disregarded11.

12.11

The licensing authority may want to consult the police about the steps that it thinks are

11

This means that, for example, if the application was received at 3pm on a Friday, the 48 hour period would cover the
remaining 9 hours on that Friday and the remaining 39 hours starting on the Monday morning (provided it was not a bank
holiday). In this case the licensing authority would have to decide on interim steps by 3pm on the Tuesday.
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necessary, pending the determination of the review, to address the immediate problems
with the premises, in particular the likelihood of serious crime and/or serious disorder.
The licensing authority may consider the interim steps without the holder of the
premises licence having been given an opportunity to make representations. This does
not, of course, mean that the licensing authority cannot afford such an opportunity if it
thinks it appropriate and feasible to do so in all the circumstances.
12.12

The determination of interim steps is not a matter that may be delegated to an officer of
the licensing authority. The relevant decisions are likely to be taken by a licensing subcommittee rather than the full committee. It should also be noted that there is no
requirement for a formal hearing in order to take interim steps. This means that the
relevant sub committee members can communicate by telephone or other remote
means in order to reach a decision. A written record should always be produced as
soon as possible after a decision is reached.

12.13

The interim steps that the licensing authority must consider taking are:
• the modification of the conditions of the premises licence;
• the exclusion of the sale of alcohol by retail from the scope of the licence;
• the removal of the designated premises supervisor from the licence; and
• the suspension of the licence.
Modification of the conditions of the premises licence can include the alteration or
modification of existing conditions or addition of any new conditions, including those that
restrict the times at which licensable activities authorised by the licence can take place.

12.14

If the licensing authority decides to take steps at the initial interim stage:
• the decision takes effect immediately, or as soon after it as the licensing authority
directs; but
• the licensing authority must give immediate notice of its decision and its reasons for
doing so to the holder of the premises licence and the chief officer of police who
made the application. The 2003 Act does not specify that the immediate notice has to
be in writing. However, in an individual case the licensing authority may consider that
the need for immediate communication at least initially requires a non-written
approach, such as a telephone call. This may happen when, for example, the
authority decides that the decision should have immediate effect. In such a case, the
decision and the reasons for it should be explained clearly and in full to the licenceholder (or someone who may properly act for the licence-holder), and the call
followed up as soon as possible with a written version of the decision and the
reasons (for example, by email or fax) which is identical to, or not significantly
different from, the version given by telephone.

12.15

The licensing authority, in deciding when its decision on interim steps should take effect,
should consider the practical implications of compliance in relation to the premises. For
example to comply with a modification of the conditions of a licence that requires
employment of door supervisors, those running the premises may need some time to
recruit appropriately qualified and accredited staff.

12.16

In addition, very careful consideration needs to be given to interim steps which would
require significant cost or permanent or semi-permanent adjustments to premises which
would be difficult to remove if the outcome of the subsequent full review was to withdraw
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or modify those steps. For example, making structural changes, installing additional
CCTV or replacing all glassware with safer alternatives may be valid steps, but might be
disproportionate if they are not likely to be deemed necessary following the full review
(or any subsequent appeal). The focus for interim steps should be on the immediate
measures that are necessary to prevent serious crime or serious disorder occurring.

Making representations against the interim steps
12.17

The premises licence holder may make representations against the interim steps taken
by the licensing authority. There is no time limit for the premises licence holder to make
representations on the interim steps, although in practice this would at some point be
superseded by the full review which would have to be completed within 28 days of the
application being received by the licensing authority. On receipt of such representations,
the licensing authority must (if the representations are not withdrawn) hold a hearing
within 48 hours of their receipt. When calculating the 48 hour period, any non-working
day can be disregarded. Where the licensing authority has already held a hearing to
consider representations against the interim steps, the holder of the licence may only
make further representations if there has been a material change in circumstances.

12.18

The licensing authority must give advance notice of the hearing to the premises licence
holder and the chief officer of police. Given that these measures are designed to deal
with serious crime and/or serious disorder on an interim basis only, the process is
designed to avoid delay and, as such, significant portions of the Licensing Act 2003
(Hearings) Regulations 2005 (SI 2005/44) (which set out the usual processes governing
the conduct of licensing authority hearings) do not apply in order to streamline the
hearing process. One result of this is that the licensing authority cannot adjourn the
hearing to a later date if the licence holder fails to attend at the scheduled time, as is the
case under the normal review procedure. And as is the case with that procedure, the
licence holder does not have to be present for the hearing to take place. In addition,
there is no timescale for notifying the licence holder of the hearing under the modified
process, providing the notification takes place before the hearing is held. However, it is
imperative that the licence holder be given as much notice as is possible in the
circumstances to afford the holder a maximum practicable opportunity to prepare for
and attend the hearing. Licensing authorities should bear in mind that the usual
principles of public law decision-making will apply to interim determinations, in a form
that has regard to the statutory context of an expedited process.

12.19

At the hearing to consider representations against interim steps the licensing authority
must:
• consider whether the interim steps are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing
objectives; and
• determine whether to withdraw or modify the steps taken.

12.20

When considering the case the licensing authority must take into account:
• the senior officer’s certificate that accompanied the application;
• the chief officer’s representations (if any); and
• any representations made by the premises licence holder.

12.21

There is no right of appeal to a magistrates’ court against the licensing authority’s
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